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As a digital art video is old and yet, also, new. There is a tradition to be returned to but the VHS
tapes and Super8 are hard to find and obscured by the recent arrivals which circulate on DVDs and
websites. There is a craft to be acquired but quite what it is, is still being determined, because the
tools are multiplying and the qualities of the medium proliferating. Even how we are to look and/or
listen to the work has not yet become a common practice in the ways that standing before a
painting or walking around an installation have. We find it hard to fully appreciate the video
artwork because part of our appreciation turns upon the work of art, in the sense of the labours of its
makers, be they physical, technical, theoretical or however else they toil. Numerous documentaries,
biographies and novels have familiarised us with the studio of the painter where we see them
thoughtfully sketching, layering with a brush, scoring with a blade or starting again on a fresh
canvas. Part of our coming to terms with video art is thus also understanding what the processes
were that lead to the finished piece that we come upon in a gallery or any of the many other sites
where video art is shown.
Understanding the making takes us down a familiar path into camerawork but what I continue to
be more intrigued by is the hidden track into the editing suite. Intrigued because editing is usually
overlooked and continues to be hard to discuss. Given the centrality of television and film to
contemporary culture our inability to say very much about editing is puzzling. One explanation lies
in the fact that up until the last decade the technology required was expensive, complex and often
too heavy to carry. A Steenbeck Flatbed 35mm editing table (and note that it’s a table) would burn
a £50k hole in your pocket. A betacam video editing system was a little more portable (think small
trolley) though still only within the budget of professionals. As a result most of us never had any
direct contact with editing unless we took a tour of a TV or film studio. Children at school
continued to use paint and paper, meanwhile, at home, we would likely be pottering with cameras,
watercolours or knitting needles. Everything has changed now and a practical understanding of how
we make videos is edging into our popular consciousness of creative practices. At primary school
children edit together a three minute movie about the school bird table and begin to realise the
extraordinary accomplishments of natural history documentary. Or, here, we who have struggled
with jump-cuts with our home movie made on iMovie or Movie Maker and become aware that
Victoria Clare Bernie has put in hard graft to produce what we are experiencing in this exhibition.
What then is the graft that constitutes her work? Some simple markers of it are that Hydro spent
twelve months being worked on between its first and final version. Not continuously of course but
over fifty sessions during that time. Evolving from the long rolls of footage that were first captured
(fig 1) to the orchestrated, trimmed and tweaked timeline of its last version (fig 2). A final cut,
bearing the marks of a busy blade, which when watched though, is far away from the jittery, jointed
editing that we enjoy amongst the current crop of film and TV industry editors. In fact when
watching languid coiling movement of outfalls we might feel as if we are watching water in the time
of the water and not of the editor. Look at the thing, it says, don’t look at the stitching. The ‘thing’ is
what would usually be called a cutaway in film production. A cutaway is a shot between two actions
that allows the two actions to be blended together. Inbetween a shot of a man fly-fishing and then a
second shot of him actually catching a fish, the cutaway would be something like a shot of the water
bubbling over large rocks. Hydro, like a number of her works, has been built out of cutaways. Bernie
calls them wonderlands. Where the cutaway is usually about backgrounds, or a stepping stone to get
from here to there, here the cutaway is the foreground. The whorl in the river water is what we
should contemplate for its action.
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Fig 1 - Hydro - section of first assembly

Fig 2 - Hydro - timeline final assembly
Wonderlands are not easy to find. Before Bernie trims their contours out of the timeline she begins
cutting them out of the landscape by other means. The editing process is not circumscribed by Final
Cut Pro and the computer hardware. It is spread out into, and around, the space of her studio and it
long precedes even the first squeeze of the red record button on her HD camera. Days are spent
immersed in the Scottish Screen Archive watching Ministry of Information films from the 30s and
40s reconsidering how they framed and edited these landscapes. Bernie visits her sites several times,
letting them seep into her consciousness and finding people whose job it is to work in them,
whether as scientists, civil engineers, foresters or caretakers. Like a visual anthropologist she is keen
to learn how other communities see and hear their landscapes. It is a technique that keeps at bay
the romanticism that might otherwise pervade the contemplation of rivers, lochs, reservoirs and
their inhabitants. “Putting vinegar in the beautiful images” is one formulation she oﬀers of how she
prevents her work from collapsing into a mindless beauty. At the time, or soon, after she begins to
look for the wonder of the places photographically, in notes and in sketches. These provide the
materials for a first editing out of the unwanted and un-necessary and where a few drops of acidity
will be required.
Walter Murch, one of the world’s best known editors (and if you haven’t heard of him that tells you
something about the invisibility of editing) has lived through changes from older machines where
the editor wound through hundreds of metres of film to modern non-linear editors where the editor
jumps to the point where they can cut (Ondaatje, 2002). He worries that what this technological
change has brought with it is a loss of the imaginative resources of the editor. In the older machines,
the winding through meant that he saw sections of footage that he had, at first glance, disregarded.
The repeated unmotivated viewing allowed the clips to emerge from within a field of those
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repetitions. Like a song that grows on you that at first hearing was barely noticed. Bernie’s predocumentation of the visuals-to-come helps her contemplate structures, juxtapositions, swings of

the camera, just as much as her constant re-visitation of her edited sequences helps her do so later.
Fig 3 - Bernie’s studio walls at SAMS
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Fig 4 - Wall sketch detail from Bernie’s studio at WASPs
Her studio forms, not a snapshot of the editing process, but a slow exposure of a project that is
becoming visible there (fig 3). On one wall, pencil drawings of a Highland catchment, above them,
stills of a grass stem falling into water from a snowy shore. On another wall, the bookcase with its
reference sources and a store of red and black notebooks of sketches and notes-to-self. On a third
her three hundred plus playing-card sized shots of dams, pumping stations, outfalls; an unplayed
game of ‘top trumps’ of Scottish Hydro landscapes. The layouts on the walls themselves are befores
and afters, introjections and projections, translations and displacements. There to be inspected by
Bernie, her imagination displayed in the public-private space that is an artist’s studio.
An abiding problem of working with video (and film before it) is that it disappears the moment it
stops playing. The walls for Bernie serve, as they do for Murch, as a way of making the video visible
as an overall structure with subsections, recursions and orphaned clips. Further features that Final
Cut obscures are clarified in the many strips of sketches and colour pen drawings that Bernie makes
to consider and reconsider the sequential marriages of clips (fig 4). They provide paper models for
examining the possibilities, the re-arrangements, the pleasing clashes or discovered harmonies
without ever yet starting-up Final Cut Pro. When these drawings are transposed to one of her many
notebooks then they can also travel. They can bring with them her studio mind in ways that Final
Cut Pro cannot yet do. If there is an ethos that underlies a great deal of TV and film industry
editing it is, and this is no surprise, that faster is better. Bernie’s workflow, back and forth from
paper to editing package, would confound many commercial editors. While they could see the sense
in using the walls they would surely ask why would one want to draw images from the film into a
notebook? Was one storyboard not enough, why not build the work in Final Cut, make the work
flow instead of all this eddying.
They might be less perplexed by how she edits with Final Cut Pro, even if they might still be trying
to hurry her along. In the organisation of large scale productions, editors are responsible for putting
the film together, for keeping track of all the media and the quality of its final output. Being
responsible for so much material, so many lists and technical decisions, they thus tend toward the
obsessive-compulsive character. Bernie lists, labels and backs-up backups. The labels are long, long
enough to cite a technique used by Cezanne along with the scene filmed and the movement of the
camera. At each editing session, the version is duplicated. The virtual store of daily duplicates
allowing preservation, remembering and revisiting of the video’s development. Non-linear editing,
like word-processing, allows us to have many, many versions of the work.
The versions are not a steady march toward a final assembly. Version 8 turns out to be a strong one.
It is marked as such and returned to much later in the process as a point for comparison. Inbetween
version 8 and version 20, as the editing continues, certain qualities might be lost or purposefully
removed. There are days where she hacks away dramatically, like a gardener sorting out an old
shrubbery. Ground is cleared, features can be seen again. Fifty eight minutes is chopped down to
four minutes. As she takes out whole sequences, she drops them beside her current work area at the
end of the timeline. They are still within reach should she need to reinsert them during this session.
Editing is also being able to put back what one threw away earlier.
Nightswimming called for a change in her editing techniques. Closer to documentary this time as
Bernie was drawn into scientific practices on the riverbank, the cutaways were situated before and
between action sequences. Leaves in the water which just are, while the fish biologists examining
salmon before drawing roe from females and milt from the males just do. Still these cutaways to
leaves floating or waterflow across grills, dwelt for a little longer than a cutaway ought, a reminder
that the river was not just a backdrop, it was an autumnal world to find these actions within.
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Another change in the editing was the loss of the slow dissolve which dawdled between shots of
sluice gates and dams in Hydro. In more of a hurry she still softened her joins with L-cuts.
Sometimes Bernie finds herself exhausted by the eﬀort to build the arrangements of the sequences,
to think through the relationships of each to each. When she is tired like this she drops down to do
a ‘detail edit’ where she zooms in on the timeline to tidy-up, buﬀ, neaten and polish. At other times
when she either gets lost or finds herself at a dead-end she returns to a conceptual map she has
made of the project. This diagram allows her to trace out lines of development from one idea to the
next and remind herself what remains to be addressed. Between sessions she also leaves markers on
the timeline with short notes that are there for when she returns as the next matters requiring
further thoughtful trimming, layering and cutting.
What then is the work of the video work? It might appear eﬀortless because we are so used to
industrial products that circulate through television and cinema that we assume that is just what
video looks like. Yet what we begin to see here is industriousness but not industry. It is the
imagination of the artist building with paper, clip and timeline. It is the time taken that asks us to
take the time to dwell in this work’s thoughts about hydro architectures, salmon milt, submarine
surveying and other features of the Scottish landscape.
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